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ABSTRACT 
 
A Bieberbach group is a torsion free crystallographic group. It is an extension of 
a free abelian group of finite rank by a finite point group. The homological functors are 
originated in homotopy theory. In this research, some homological functors such as 
  ,J G
 
 G
 
and the exterior square of a Bieberbach group of dimension four with 
dihedral group of order eight are computed. This research is an extension to the research 
on finding the nonabelian tensor square of the same group. One of the methods to find 
the homological functors of the group is to use its nonabelian tensor square of the 
group. Therefore, the result of the nonabelian tensor square of the Bieberbach group of 
dimension four with dihedral point group of order eight is used to compute its 
homological functors. A software named Groups, Algorithms and Programming (GAP) 
is also used to identify some homological functors of a Bieberbach group of dimension 
four with dihedral group of order eight. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
 Kumpulan Bieberbach merupakan kumpulan kristalografi yang bebas kilasan. Ia 
adalah perluasan daripada kumpulan abelan bebas peringkat terhingga melalui 
kumpulan titik terhingga. Fungtor homologi berasal daripada teori homotopi. Di dalam 
kajian ini, beberapa fungtor homologi seperti   ,J G  G  dan kuasa dua peluaran 
untuk kumpulan Bieberbach yang berdimensi empat dengan kumpulan titik dwihedron 
berperingkat lapan telah dihitung. Kajian ini merupakan lanjutan kepada kajian yang 
tertumpu kepada kuasa dua tensor tidak abelan terhadap kumpulan yang sama. Salah 
satu cara untuk menghitung fungtor homologi sesuatu kumpulan ialah dengan 
menggunakan kuasa dua tensor tidak abelannya. Oleh itu,  hasil kajian terhadap kuasa 
dua tensor tidak abelan kumpulan Bieberbach yang berdimensi empat dengan kumpulan 
titik dwihedron telah digunakan untuk menghitung fungtor homologinya. Perisian 
“Groups, Algorithms and Programming” (GAP) juga telah digunakan untuk 
mengenalpasti beberapa fungtor homologi untuk kumpulan Bieberbach yang berdimensi 
empat dengan kumpulan titik dwihedron berperingkat lapan. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
 
The main focus in the development of this research is the homological 
functors of a Bieberbach group of dimension four with dihedral point group of order 
eight. Algebraic K-theory and homotopy theory are the origins of the nonabelian 
tensor square and homological functors of a group. 
 
 
The homological functors of a group G such as   ,J G   G , the exterior 
square, the Schur multiplier, ( )G , the symmetric square and ( )J G  are closely 
related to the nonabelian tensor square of the group.  The nonabelian tensor square 
G G  is a special case of the nonabelian tensor product where the product is 
defined if the two groups act on each other in a compatible way and their actions are 
taken to be conjugation. The nonabelian tensor square G G  is generated by the 
symbols g h , for all ,g h G , subject to relations  
( )( ) and ( )( )h h k kgh k g k h k g hk g k g h       
 
  
for all , , g h k G  where 1hg h gh .                
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A Bieberbach group is defined to be a torsion free crystallographic group.  
Meanwhile, a crystallographic group is a discrete subgroup G of the set of Euclidean 
space nE , where the quotient space 
n
G
E  is compact. A Bieberbach group is an 
extension of a free abelian group, L  of finite rank by a finite group, P. In other 
words, there is a short exact sequence 1 1L G P
 
     such that 
 
G P
L
 .  
The group G is called the Bieberbach group with point group P. The dimension of 
the Bieberbach group is the rank of L. 
 
 
 In this research the computations of some homological functors of one of 73 
Bieberbach groups of dimension four with dihedral point group of order eight, BG  
are presented. Later on, BG  is used to denote a Bieberbach group of dimension four 
with dihedral point group of order eight. The result of the nonabelian tensor square 
of the same group is used to compute its homological functors. Furthermore, in this 
research the algebraic computations of some homological functors of BG  are also 
computed by using Groups, Algorithms and Programming (GAP) software. 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Research Background 
 
 
This research is an extension to the research in [1] on finding the nonabelian 
tensor squares of BG . In [1], Mohd Idrus found 73 Bieberbach groups with dihedral 
point group of order eight using the Crystallographic Algorithms and Tables 
(CARAT) package. The results of the nonabelian tensor squares found in [1] are 
used in the computations of the homological functors of BG . The homological 
functors under consideration are including   ,BJ G   BG  and the exterior square.  
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1.3 Problem Statement 
 
 
What are   ,BJ G   BG  and the exterior square for a Bieberbach group of 
dimension four with dihedral point group of order eight? 
 
 
 
 
1.4 Research Objectives 
 
 
The main objectives of this research are: 
1. To explore the various concepts and properties of BG  and their nonabelian 
tensor squares. 
2. To determine some homological functors such as   ,BJ G   BG  and the 
exterior square of BG  by using hand computations. 
3. To compute some homological functors such as   ,BJ G   BG  and the 
exterior square of BG  by algebraic computation using GAP software. 
 
 
 
 
1.5 Scope of the Study 
 
 
This research focuses on one of 73 Bieberbach group of dimension four with 
dihedral point group of order eight, BG  listed in CARAT package. The homological 
functors which only include in this research are   ,BJ G   BG  and the exterior 
square of BG . 
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1.6 Significance of the Study 
 
 
Mathematical approach are now widely been used in many problems 
including the problems involving the pattern of crystals.  This group is used in the 
classification of the crystals.  New constructions of the crystallographic groups 
including the Bieberbach groups might give some interest to the chemists and 
physicist.  Such constructions are the nonabelian tensor square and homological 
functors of a group. 
 
 
Furthermore, this research will lead to the development of new theorems with 
proofs. The results of this research can be presented in a conference and can be sent 
for publication in a journal. Moreover, the results of this research can be used for 
further research that related to the problem on finding the homological functors of 
Bieberbach groups of any dimension with any point group.  
 
 
 
 
1.7 Research Framework 
 
 
This research has been carried out according to the following steps: 
1. Study the various concepts and properties for a Bieberbach group of 
dimension four with dihedral point group of order eight  
2. Prove in details of its polycyclic presentation with the help of GAP and study 
its nonabelian tensor square. 
3. Study the related results that are used to compute the homological functors 
for a Bieberbach group with certain dimension with certain point group. 
5 
4. Determine and compute some homological functors such as   ,BJ G   BG  
and the exterior square of a Bieberbach group of dimension four with 
dihedral point group of order eight by hand calculation and GAP software. 
5. Dissertation writes up. 
6. Presentation of dissertation. 
 
 
 
 
1.8 Dissertation Report Organization 
 
 
This dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction 
chapter. This chapter includes the research background, problem statement, research 
objectives, scope of the research, significance of study and the research framework. 
 
 
In Chapter 2, some definitions and basic concepts that are used throughout 
the dissertation are included. Besides, some previous researches on the nonabelian 
tensor squares and homological functors of some groups are included.  Furthermore, 
some researches on Bieberbach groups are also stated.  In addition, this chapter also 
includes some descriptions on Groups, Algorithms and Programming (GAP) 
software together with Crystallographic Algorithms and Tables (CARAT) package. 
 
 
Chapter 3 begins by reviewing on some preliminary results found in previous 
research on the nonabelian tensor square of a Bieberbach group of dimension four 
with dihedral point group of order eight, BG . It is shown in previous research that 
the matrix presentation of BG  listed in CARAT package can be transformed into 
polycyclic presentation. Hence, in this chapter the transformation of the group, BG  
into polycyclic presentation is proved in details and it is proven that the polycyclic 
presentation shown by GAP is the same as polycyclic presentation shown in [1]. 
6 
Then, from its polycyclic presentation the nonabelian tensor square of BG  are 
determined by Mohd Idrus in [1].  
 
 
Chapter 4 discusses on new results of the homological functors such as 
  ,BJ G   BG  and the exterior square of a Bieberbach group of dimension four 
with dihedral point group of order eight that are done manually using related 
theorems and definitions and algebraic computation by GAP software. 
 
 
 Lastly in Chapter 5, the results obtained are summarized. Suggestions for 
future research are also included. 
 
 
 
 
1.9 Conclusion 
 
 
This chapter provides the research background, problem statement, research 
objectives, scope of the research, significance of the study, the research framework 
and dissertation report organization. In the next chapter, literature reviews of this 
research were discussed. 
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